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“I am the way the truth and the life. No one comes
to the Father except through me.” - Jesus
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Luke 24:13-53 The Journey to Emmaus and Back Again!
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Write some general notes and thoughts ...
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- JESUS A prophet of God ... or ... The Son of God?
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- FAITH “Being sure of what we hope for and certain of
what we do not see.” Hebrews 11:1
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If you had a 7 mile journey with Jesus,
what would you talk about?
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Is the path of Christ YOUR path?
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How can you know? Ask yourself: _______________________
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“Lord Jesus - I want to join you on your path! Give me the grace to
navigate, the confidence to take each step, and the hope to
experience You along the way! Thank you for loving me when I was
unlovable - and guiding me when I was lost.”
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